MEMOIRS   OF  RACHEL.	19
By the advice of Mr.Choron, Rachel studied elocution, and
was recommended by him to St. Aulaire, the manager of the
Salle Genard, Rue de Lancry, where pupils were taught gra-
tuitously. Her sister Sarah also followed the Cours there.
The talent innate in the younger sister must have been very
apparent, for, unlike Sarah's, her voice was peculiarly grating
and disagreeable in early youth, and for a long while seemed
destined to prove an insuperable obstacle to success.
Nor was the exterior of the aspirant after histrionic laurels
nn auxiliary. Puny, meagre, wiry, she appeared several years
younger than she really was. The person from whom these
particulars were obtained, and who, for years, never lost sight
of the fortunate Jewess, gives a graphic description of her as
she then appeared. It was in 1834, on a cold, gray Novem-
ber morning, Rachel was dressed in a short calico frock, the
pattern of which was the common one of a red ground spot-
ted with white; the trowsers were of the same material; the
boots of coarse black leather, laced in front, but scrupulously
polished. Her hair was parted at the back of the head, and
hung down her shoulders in two braids. Every thing about
the child was' of the cheapest and plainest kind, but the en-
semble conveyed an idea of excessive neatness and even precis-
ion—characteristics for which she was always noted. With
those older than herself little Rachel was punctiliously po-
lite, and this manner proceeded more from intuitive knowl-
edge of the propriety of such conduct than from lessons re-
ceived. She was simple and grave beyond her years; every
feature of the long, childish face bearing an impress of mod-
esty and even dignity, with which education had,had little to
do. "With children of her own age she was pert, bold, and
capricious, resembling rather a fantastic, tricky elf than the
serious, formal little dame she appeared in older society.
The Cours was removed from the Rue Lancry, and estab-
lished momentarily in the Prado, opposite the Palais de Jus-
tice. It was here that Rachel's natural genius for tragedy
was in reality first revealed. She recited the narrative of
Salema, in the " Abufaf," by Ducis, describing the agony of
the mother who, while expiring of thirst in a desert, gives birth
to her babe. While uttering the thrilling tale, the thin faoe

